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Abstract 

Empowering women means promoting women’s sense of self-worth. This means promoting 

and helping them decide their ability to identify their weaknesses and overcome them. 

Empowering women leads them to take a step for themselves in society. Woman 

Empowerment is used to give the power of equal opportunity in all fields to women 

irrespective of all caste, creeds, and colors. Women empowerment is considered to make 

them powerful so that they can decide what is right and wrong for them. Earlier, men in 

society were considered to be supreme. All decisions were taken by the man and he would 

be the sole bread owner for the family. Women were considered to be responsible for 

upbringing the children and looking after the household work. Women were not allowed to 

work or even study after a certain age. They would be married at a tender age and then 

have to look after the family of their husband. Work used to be divided according to gender 

and not for skills. 

Keywords: Housing, social responsibility, political equality , economical progress , mutual 

understanding, India’s development   

 Women empowerment means giving the power of taking crucial decisions to women. It 

means empowering women by letting them study, work, and wear whatever they want 

without letting any restrictions on them. To make them empowered the one thing we as a 

society can do is to educate them. No matter where the woman is born, either in rural or 

urban areas, they should be given basic education and then the liberty to choose her life 
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decisions. Women can only be empowered with the help of education as it will teach them 

to differentiate between what is right and what isn’t. Women empowerment is not only 

necessary for oneself, but also for the society. Empowered women can only teach the others 

about what difference a slight change in attitude can bring to the society. Women’s education 

not only empowers her but a family too. Nowadays in most IT companies and leading business 

firms we can often find the top most positions occupied by women. They inspire the 

underprivileged ones to try hard and become a successful person in life. 

In true path political and economical development has never been understood and 

estimated by the male people that it will ruin and devastate male people’s true leadership 

responsibility in ruling family and controlling the family system. After women get  self 

sufficiency and strong hold in political, education ,economical and social thy would like to 

dominate male people’s rights and also pose threat to their  life and survival with an 

interest to win in this battle against male people’s god govern rights. wherever and 

everywhere from capital to global women’s  vice are echoed and reflected against male 

people’s right and wrong attitudes with an interest to defamation and contaminate male 

people’s image and social status. Owing to women empowerment god govern natural 

responsibility, role and attractions and duties are divided, disrupted and destroy with an 

interest to survive female people alone without male people’s role and presence. India is 

famous and prominence in its rich history, culture, education and orthodox which is 

encountered, threatened and disturbed by the modern day women’s social, economical and 

political equality because these are the basic needs of the women which they should use in 

constructive ways but used or using in culprit and conspiracy ways regarding to charging 

fake allegation and complaining over male people that they behaved arrogantly and rudely 

with women working places and family. from family to politics there are large scale 

women’s domination and fake allegations over male people’s dignity and self respects 

thereby they are not able  to run family and nurture children and also able to  protect 

family dignity. In this critical and pathetic situations male people are thinking female are 

superior to male people against god creation and settings. In most of families women are 

not respected and treating male people fairly according to the god given rights and creation 

that male or female must be pillars of the family should rune family with joint opinion and 

trust without bias and superiority complex. Moreover, male and female people are thinking 

that who must be leader and superior in the country and family in determining all issues 

and problems of the nations and family? .Because items of managing family, spending 

money, exercising social, political and economical rights problem has been arsing between 
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male and female people in all social places and dimension owing to women empowerment. 

Properly and neatly legal mechanism and judiciary must explore and examine basic 

inclination, rights and powers of the male and female peoples toward managing and 

tackling all social, political and economical activities from family to politics with an interest 

to save India’s beautiful rich cultures, habits, customs and orthodox. fore women 

empowerment was introduced women were living beautifully and fairly along with male ‘s 

people  support from politics to family after women empowerment was introduced women 

has started to attack, annihilate and destroy male people rights with an aim to survive 

female people alone. In this angle women empowerment has let them to beget children 

without male people’s support and rule family. Because of the science and technology 

influences women’s rights are wrongly directed against male people’s rights and dignity  

with an interest to test whose power is majestic and superlative .In this females game and 

politics family system is collapsed without a strong image in the social system. Once upon 

time male people were addicted, revered and veneered female people on account of their 

effective and better social responsibility and vibrant commitment in the family system 

which has been slowly disappearing and seedily ruing the entire social integrity and family 

dignity due to impact of the women empowerment. Most of women have been understood 

that women empowerment is to suppress male people and preventing male people’s rights 

and liberty instead of understanding it is tools and weapons to develop their career and 

achieve social, economical and political benefits. In family system male superior and strong 

people to protect their defendant for family development and success without any 

hindrances, which are mistaken by the female people after 75 years threat male people are 

no longer should be superior and leader to female in all walk of social, political and 

economical dimensions. Social system is widened and broadened one in which female’s 

rights, dignity and respects must be protected since there are lot of miscreants and anti-

social elements in the social system, in this aspects male people has been created as a 

strong as a family leader by the god both in physiologically and psychologically to protect 

female’s life and rights without any harms from the rascal   people’s bad behaviours. If 

both are even without any distinction on physical and psychological aspects nothing 

different and success could take place in this social system. Always one must be superior 

and other must be inferior inferior’s rights must be protected and saved by both superior 

and law without any bias .Inferior and superior is meant to rule the nation and family in a 

positive ways except this connotation nothing extra point  could be understood and feel. 

One of the stunning and malicious thing is female people from education institution  and 

social places have been creating and rising false rumours ,fake allegation on male people 
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once they don’t like anybody else .Female frankly able to charge fake allegation on male 

people with the courage and motivation of women empowerment thereby social system, 

economic system and political system are highly perplexed and damaged .most of crime is 

happening owing to female people misusing their natural powers toward contaminate and 

defile the male people’s rights. 

Every male want to work for family growth while every female want to work for dominate 

male people’s life. 

Every male people are naturally created as a strong as a leader in the family whiles every 

female people has been created by the god as a subject to male people’s thoughtful role in 

the family system. 

Every male people want to protect female’s rights while every female people want to degrade 

the male people’s rights and role in the society  

Male are created by the god to shoulder female’s responsibilities but females are created by 

the god to travel on male’s shoulders. 

It is the natural system that male should be in front of all system with female hope and 

supports  

Every male ready to work hard in all places for family protection while every female want to 

get work from the male people  

It is a common phenomenon that male people will give revenue to female people for futures 

growth and family development  

It is a common true that without male people nothing in the society viseversa  

There is distinction between male and female on account of both are varying on 

psychologically and physiologically  

There are lot of evidences of female‘s fake allegations over the male people in all places with 

an interest to retaliate and revenge their bravery characters  

Women are alleging and accusing male people by using indecently and illegally their basic 

rights and freedoms are misused by the male people with an interest to spoil male people’s 

success and victory in education and other institutions. 
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Owing jealousy and enmity females are strongly attempting to devastate male people’s 

rights in all places  

It is a proved one that male people are stringer than female people to protect their rights 

among the good and bad people’s natures and characters  

It is a generally known phenomenon that male people are driver and female people are 

passengers to reach their destinations  

It is a verified one that female is not able to achieve their success without male people’s 

supports visevesra  

It is meant those males are warrior to save females from enemy  

It is coined that male are fire and female are water both are merged to do good things  

There is tea which should not be tasty without sugar like those males are sugar and female 

are milk 

In all compliments both male and female are synthesised to generate good things without 

any disparity 

Women and men are understood as a bulb and electric, in absence of one nothing success 

would come in our future. 

Generally there must be one in this global sphere to rule and administer butt there must 

be few or one to obey to that ruler without egoism 

If there are two rulers system would be corrupted and collided  

System from social to family must be on hierarchy basis without any power holder’s 

domination 

In this system male and female are composed together to create good family and social 

system  

In this angle two are major elements who are determining all performances of the family 

with shared responsibility  

It is casual and usual things that both male and female are pillar of the comity, integrity, 

responsibility, mutual opinion and ineffaceable elements of family and social system 
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Children needed affections from both side of male and female without two affections their 

life would be meaningless  

Always male would like to lean on female or female want to lean on male people 

It is an inseparable item male people disconnecting female’s attractions and female people 

disconnecting male’s people attraction 

Summary  

Based on above narration and discussion male are superior, leader and administrator in all 

institution according to natural creations with an aim to protect and preserve female’s 

rights and liberty. At any cost this quotation and philosophy should not be mistaken and 

misunderstood by the female section as to revenge male people’s life in all the social and 

political institutions. Male has born  while female born to give hands to lift them from down 

to upper world for achieve their success  in political ,social and economical ,without  male 

people’s support female people is not able to achieve their dreams and success in all types 

of needs and necessities. Male are pillar and vertebrates of the family development as well 

as safety dimensions without their role female would be seen binary. As to revenging male 

people’s victory and success by using female people’s natural sentiments and identity 

should be stopped in all walk of life .Unless they like any male people in all places they use 

their naturally given identity against male people’s life ,this was  understood by all that 

women are using their physiological identity wantonly toward revenging male people’s 

rights .This society would be protected and straightened from bend of shyness when female 

people try to  give respects to male people without any bias and egoism .Without bias 

,partiality, segregation, both genders are joining together to constitute and construct  

congenial atmosphere in family system. Encountering, endangering, engulfing, envying, 

making enmity, jealousy and other fake allegation charging on male people should lead to  

create gap and lacuna between male and female with hatred tendency so, women have to 

use their life ,rights and empowerment straightforward without  any hidden agenda and 

vengeance feelings over male people in all the social institutions. 
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